
4.40m  minimum stage width

black carpet 2mx4.4m (provided by artist)

minimum height 2.60m

optimal height 280m

Mounting option
for beamer (only 

beamer providied by artist)

TECHNICAL ELEMENTS OF SHOW:
running through playback audio track

 running through video projection
live music (1 E-Guitar+ 1vocal)

NEEDED FROM VENUE:
technician from venue

soundsystem incl. center �ll speaker
vocal e�ect delay and reverb

2 (small) stage monitors
2x DI, black long XLR cables, power plugs

mic + stand to mic guitar amp
mount option/holder for beamer

mount option for backdrop on pole
backstage with chair + mirror

safety beamer
vacuum cleaner, ladder

2-3 rows seated if at ground level

 REMARKS:
crew: 1 artist + 1 helper

show doesn‘t need any lights except for public aera before/after show
 room should to be dark and quite during show

approx. 4h needed for set-up/soundcheck/run trough
show can be ready in about 30min after other artist except:

screen and carpet can‘t be removed for other act before show
stage can be cleared in appr. 15min before other artist

duration of show: 45min

distance screen to beamer 6m-8m

Option to hang backdrop with a pole (4.4m provided by artist) 
from the cieling or on a wall 

minimum 2m distance to public

(seated if at ground level) 

 stage monitor

 stage

m
onitor

Mac book Pro
(from artist)

VGA cable (20m) to beamer (provided by artist, mounted by venue)

guitar amp Twin Reverb
(from artist)

main OUT to
soundsystem 
from venue

2 x DI needed
from venue

for stereo main
mix out (JACK) 

from soundcard 

soundsystem venue

soundsystem venue
centered as possible

spekaer for center �ll

 5m  optimal stage width

black backdrop with 
projection screen shape 
on it  (prvided by artist)

mic + mic stand
from artist

THE REBEL SPERM ONE-WOMAN-SHOW - STAGE SET-UP
Contact: Jackie Brutsche (artist), +41 (0) 79 235 07 03, mail@jackiebrutsche.com
Trailer: www.youtube.com ---> The Rebel Sperm

 DI

 DI

2m

2msoundcard
(from artist)

Video Out to Beamer

mic + mic stand
from venue


